
I totally object to this Modification Plan for Jindera Solar Electricity Generating Works - Modification 

1-Underground Transmission Line - SSD-9549-Mod-1 as it is part of the Fake Green Grift & Ponzi 

Scheme/Scam which is dead against Australia’s best interests!  

  

As is typical, this dodgy EIS contains numerous errors, omissions, false claims, admitted to 

underestimations & those totally ignored! 

eg. *The increase in length of transmission line from 750m (reported in the initial EIS) to 1050m 

is due to an underestimation in the EIS. 

  

*The increase in traffic movements is due to an underestimation in the EIS and advice provided by 

the Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) Contractor..” 

It is completely inappropriate that Hanwha Energy-Green Switch & the NSW DPIE completely failed 

to advise the local Jindera/Greater Hume Community of this Modification Plan/Exhibition & Hanwha 

Energy-Green Switch also omitted to consult the Greater Hume community about the dangerously 

impactful vehicle increase on their roads - only the closest receivers 

- with 80 heavy vehicle movements regularly scheduled throughout the day”-compared to the 

previous 30 planned - which was also widely rejected in the original plan. 

For this reason & numerous others that ensure Jindera Solar EG Works has been totally rejected by 

the Greater Hume Council & the majority of the community - there has never been a social licence, 

there was not ever any genuine consultation or engagement. 

Even when ‘in person’ Public IPCN Meetings were possible, Greater Hume Council Community was 

denied this right by the IPCN purely for ease of approval - against the best interests of the 

community - who are being unjustly forced to bear the severely detrimental consequences of these 

destructive, harmful, irresponsible plans that have ghastly impacts & no genuine benefits benefits 

whatsoever. 

  

This places ‘Moral Hazard’ on the objecting Greater Hume Council/Ratepayers who ultimately bear 

the responsibility for any land/water contamination/pollution caused by Solar/Wind EG Works 

(POEO Act) forced on them by irresponsible policy makers, Federal & State Ministers, NSW DPIE/DPE 

& IPCN who have failed to address essential facts in their Ideologically Driven, Weather Dependent, 

Damaging, Imaginary Power Policies, Flawed Planning, Deceptively False Assessment & Approval 

Failures 

  

The Jindera Solar Electricity Generating Works wrongly received Planning approval on 22 December 

2020. 

The Project has never “included all works necessary to design, construct, test, commission, energise, 

decommission and train staff in the operation of a 120MW AC solar farm.” 

  



There are now numerous examples of dodgy Fake Green designs - including the absolutely ridiculous 

brain-snap driving an astronomical waste of public money on the ‘White Elephant Painted Green - 

Snowy 2,  

when there is a problem with the water supply that the designers missed & the  

bottom line is that it is unlikely that Snowy 2 will ever operate as designed! 

Large-Scale Solar at Bomen/Eunony Valley is another well proven Environmental Disaster & Glaring 

Visual Amenity Nightmare - with Damaging Water Run-Off & Erosion causing extensive damage for 

the Solar Host & neighbouring property - killing crops & making the neighbouring property & cattle 

yards inaccessible for 6 months - with nothing done for 11 months to date to rectify this by the 

destructive Solar developer or Council - if that’s ever even possible - considering this Solar EG Works 

was always obviously wrongly approved - based on lies & fudgery! 

  

There are a plethora of Non-Compliance failures during Solar Construction & operation with totally 

flawed planning, assessments & hopeless conditions of consent that are nothing but a joke regarding 

the dire consequences of extremely toxic carcinogenic & teratogenic Solar & BESS Fire/Smoke 

hazard risks with NSW Fire & Rescue advising me last year that they have not done & had no plans to 

do large-scale Solar Fire research at all!  

Additionally, Fire fighters will not risk their lives fighting Solar, Wind Turbine & BESS Fires due to 

their extremely toxic fumes. 

The Public Health & Safety risks of this irresponsible dereliction of duty is an unjust disgrace - with 

rural families - including numerous precious babies & children, valuable stock, other vulnerable 

creatures, our land & water subjected to the irreversible environmental contamination from Solar 

Fire smoke & residue, treated as expendable & not worth consideration! 

  

Jindera Solar EG Works & this Modification plan is based on lies & deceit, reliant on ‘Garbage In 

Garbage Out’ Modelling Theory to produce an environmentally destructive, un-mitigatable - 

glaringly ugly, toxic contaminating & hazardous plan that will curse this reliably productive, life 

sustaining food growing area & vital water sources - Dead Horse Creek, Klinacroft Creek- flowing into 

the Murray Darling & 26 onsite dams. 

  

Due to the fact that NSW DPIE & IPCN have completely failed in their original assessment by 

irresponsibly ignoring to ever consider & assess the dry land salinity, sterilisation of the soil & the 

toxic contamination risks from the presence of Solar panels as they degrade, age, if inferior, broken, 

fractured by hail or burnt during their decades long operational life - with no plan mentioned 

whatsoever for the clean up of toxic Solar waste from storm/fire incidents etc. - instead pretending 

they’re made from kale & carrots - with no environmental harm likely to occur at all….. therefore, 

the following claims of this EIS are blatantly false:- 

“•the Project would address the environmental constraints of the site appropriately.  

It has been designed to: 

•Preserve biodiversity features 



•Preserve Aboriginal cultural heritage 

•Minimise impacts to soil and water 

•Preserve agricultural production values.” 

  

Page 10 -  “Preserve future agricultural production values, being highly reversible at the end of the 

project’s life.” 

  

Wagga MP Dr Joe McGirr used to make those claims until March/April 2022 when he broadcast the 

truth on ABC Riverina - that Solar Factories were Environmental Vandalism - not clean & green at all 

- with fears for our food security - due to detrimental impacts of Solar Electricity Generating Works 

for our food resource land. 

  

There is no way that the Jindera Solar Electricity Generating Works Site will ever be returned to its 

inherent capability as claimed in this EIS as the detrimental impacts of large-scale Solar have been 

intentionally ignored, never assessed or accounted for. 

  

Copious amounts of reputable, independent, peer reviewed research highlights the numerous heavy 

metals - including lead - that cause toxic environmental harm as they leach from compromised 

panels & serious toxins leak from the join point & wiring in an undamaged panel as the Solar panel 

ages on site (Professor Ian Plimer ‘Green Murder,) yet NSW DPIE/DPE & IPCN have totally neglected 

to do their Due Diligence in scientifically determining these likely/inevitable serious/irreversible 

risks. 

In fact, the NSW DPIE Planner & Environmental Assessment Officer predominantly involved in 

multiple obnoxious Solar EG Works planned for Greater Hume Shire - admitted to the locals that the 

DPIE did not have the resources to do the research regarding contamination risks & ‘Heat Island 

Effect’ - they were just trusting the developers! 

So much so did he trust the developers - within 5 weeks of leaving as the DPIE Planner, he 

conflictingly became the Solar Project Developer of his Solar plan! 

Whilst the Director of NSW DPE Energy Assessments is satisfied to fob this off as of no matter - 

because the DPIE Planner/Solar Project Developer wasn’t working both jobs at the same time - no 

ethical Code of Conduct would find this acceptable! 

Neither is it in any way acceptable that such a vital issue for human health & safety as Toxic Solar 

Contamination is also brushed off by the Director of Energy Assessments with unproven, strange 

comments that are not scientifically substantiated at all - such as Solar panels would need to be 

ground to a fine dust in order to have any contaminating impacts to the environment! 

Where is her research to prove this seriously questionable & dodgy comment? 

  

“All works necessary” have not been done by the original Jindera Solar plan or this Modification. 



The EIS neglects to address the seriously detrimental risks from Solar panels for our 

uncontaminated, life sustaining food & vital water sources - consequently omitting the 2 New 

Precedents set - the highly relevant, essential Conditions that now apply & also totally ignoring & 

omitting the very relevant NSW Parliament Modern Slavery Act 2021 making it inconsistent with the 

updated instruments. 

* This EIS & plan neglects to include the NSW PARLIAMENT MODERN SLAVERY ACT 2021 - which 

commenced 1st Jan 2022. 
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This EIS & Plan neglects to include essential Conditions -   

* TWO NEW PRECEDENTS HAVE BEEN SET by Oxley Bridge Rd Uranquinty NSW Solar 

Determination 24th Nov 2022:-   

https://apps.planningportal.nsw.gov.au/prweb/PRRestService/DocMgmt/v1/PublicDocuments/DAT

A-WORKATTACH-FILE%20PEC-DPE-EP-WORK%20PPSSTH-149!20221124T045856.774%20GMT 

(*Including Audio of Professor Ian Plimer’s Presentation on Solar Contamination.) 

  

1. NEW MODERN SLAVERY CONDITION- requiring proof prior to construction that NO Slave 

Labour supply chain components be used in construction.  

**New Condition Inserted C4A - Dealing With Modern Slavery. 

Commonwealth Modern Slavery Act 2018 

  

*NSW Local Council Act 1993  

428 Annual Report 

438 ZE Duty to Ensure Goods & Services Are Not Procured From Modern Slavery. 

  

This applies to all NSW Government Bodies - including Council Hosts, to those Procuring & those 

who have a Power Purchase Agreement with Solar/Wind Energy generation + BESS whose 

construction has used Modern Slavery Supply Chain Sourced Components. 

  

2. AMENDED STORM WATER  MANAGEMENT PLAN CONDITION  re-CONTAMINATION – QUALIFIED 

TESTING/REPORTING, CONTAMINATION RESPONSE PROCEDURE, etc. 

  

**Amended Condition C8. 

Prior to Commencement of Any Works - Storm Water Management Plan. 

https://legislation.nsw.gov.au/view/pdf/asmade/act-2021-39
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On Site & Discharge From the Site. 

Testing Points & Regular Water Samples, Suitably Qualified Person. 

Response Procedures if CONTAMINATION    is Found. 

Availability of Results. 

  

This Amended Condition in response to Professor Ian Plimer’s expert presentation to the Planning 

Panel regarding Solar Contamination must now be included for assessment of Jindera Solar 

Electricity Generating Works & no construction can begin until the Solar panels & BESS are proven - 

prior to construction - to have no Modern Slavery links - under the advice of the NSW Anti-Slavery 

Commissioner. 

  

* NSW DPIE & IPCN also totally failed to ever accurately assess the Heat Island Effect 

Impacts commensurate with the scale of Jindera Solar - using a tiny 13 ha Solar Works example for 

their false 30m assessment - when Jindera Solar Works is 521 ha! 

This dodgy fudgery must be rectified prior to approval of this plan. 

  

Adhering to the framework and goals set by the: 

- Climate Change Bill 2022 

- Commonwealth Renewable Energy Target 

- NSW electricity policy, encompassing: 

o NSW Transmission Infrastructure Strategy (DPE, 2018) 

o NSW Electricity Strategy (DPIE, 2019) 

o NSW Electricity Infrastructure Roadmap (DPIE, 2020) 

is a complete waste of public money as these are all based on Garbage In Garbage Out Modelling 

Theory which is proving catastrophic for the environment & for human beings all around Australia - 

who are now suffering hardship & austerity due to Solar/Wind energy poverty - causing our Cost of 

Living Crisis! 

  

The EIS contains numerous FALSE CLAIMS that Jindera Solar EG Works will provide:-  

•Reliable, Secure Power. 

•Cheap - Downward Pressure on Electricity Prices - Cutting Power Bills, Low-Cost Supply.  

•Enable Storing of Excess Energy to Supply Evening Peak Demand. 

•Creation of Jobs (a hopeless  2-3 ongoing.) 

  

It is nothing but a theory that Human Activity Causes GHG. Many reputable scientists dispute this. 



CO2 IS the heart of Solar panel processing & Solar panel manufacturing causes far more potent SF6 

GHG emissions which remain in the atmosphere for at least 1,000 years! 

This is far worse than naturally occurring CO2 which is not a threat at all! We’d all be dead without 

it! 

  

•Given the geopolitical circumstances, making Australia reliant on Chinese Solar, Wind, Batteries 

& Transmission Towers - with numerous Chinese companies involved - subject to the CCP’s 

National Intelligence Law & the CCP’s State Grid Corporation of China owning/controlling 46.56% 

of ElectraNet’s Project Energy Connector is  fulfilling China’s Energy Dream of Weakening Australia 

& ENABLING BEIJING TO TURN OUR LIGHTS OFF! 

Therefore, it is imperative that Australia now focuses solely on Australian Coal, Gas & a Nuclear 

SMR power future for our FOOD SECURITY + ENERGY SECURITY = NATIONAL SECURITY & this plan 

& the rest of the Solar/Wind/BESS/Transmission Nightmare is immediately rejected. 

 


